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Abstract
Using the property that being s-edge-Hamiltonian is (n + s)-stable, we characterize all
3-connected graphs G of order n>3; such that for all vertices x; y 2 V (G) we have
d(x; y) = 2 ) maxfd(x); d(y)g>n+ k
2
and there is a k-matching M G; (k>0) which is not contained in any Hamiltonian cycle
of G. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We consider only nite graphs without loops and multiple edges. By d(x; G) or d(x)
we denote the degree of a vertex x in the graph G and by d(x; y) or dG(x; y) the
distance between x and y in G.
In 1960 Ore [7] proved the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a graph on n>3 vertices. If for all nonadjacent vertices
x; y 2 V (G) d(x; G) + d(y;G)>n then G is Hamiltonian.
Twenty-four years later Geng-Hua Fan [4] has shown:
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a 2-connected graph on n>3 vertices. If G satises
P(n): dG(x; y) = 2 ) maxfd(x; G); d(y;G)g>n2
for each pair of vertices x and y in G; then G is Hamiltonian.
A short proof of Theorem 1.2 is in [9].
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The condition P(k) is called a Fan condition or a Fan-type condition for the
graph G.
Benhocine and Wojda [1] have characterized all non-Hamiltonian graphs satisfying
P(n− 1) and all graphs satisfying P(n) which are not pancyclic.
Later many Fan-type theorems have been established.
Let G be a graph and let k>1. We shall call a set of k independent edges a
k-matching.
The following Ore-type theorem has been proved in [10]:
Theorem 1.3. Let G be a graph on n>3 vertices; such that for every pair of non-
adjacent vertices x and y
d(x; G) + d(y;G)>
4n− 4
3
:
Then every matching of G lies in a Hamiltonian cycle.
Theorem 1.3 is a slightly stronger version of a result of Haggkvist [5].
In this paper we shall nd a Fan-type condition under which every k-matching of
a graph G lies in a Hamiltonian cycle.
Let H be a subgraph or a matching or a set of edges of the graph G: By GnH we
denote the graph obtained from G by the deletion of the edges of H:
Denition 1.1. F is an H -edge cut-set of G if and only if F E(H) and GnF is not
connected.
Denition 1.2. F is said to be a minimal H -edge cut-set of G if and only if F is an
H -edge cut-set of G which has no proper subset being an H -edge cut-set.
Denition 1.3 (cf. Skupien and Wojda [8]). Let k; s1; : : : ; sl be positive integers. We
call S a path system of length k if the components of S are paths:
P1 : x10x
1
1 : : : x
1
s1 ;
...
Pl : xl0x
l
1 : : : x
l
sl
and
∑l
i=1 si = k:
Denition 1.4 (cf. Kronk [6]). Let G be a graph on n>3 vertices and k>0: G is
k-edge-Hamiltonian if for every path system P of length at most k there exists a
Hamiltonian cycle of G containing P:
Denition 1.5 (cf. Bondy and Chvatal [2]). Let W be a property dened for all
graphs of order n and let k be a nonnegative integer. The property W is said to
be k-stable if whenever G+ xy has property W and d(x; G) +d(y;G)>k then G itself
has property W:
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Bondy and Chvatal [2] proved the following theorem, which we shall need in the
proof of our main result:
Theorem 1.4. Let n and k be positive integers with k6n − 3: Then the property of
being k-edge-Hamiltonian is (n+ k)-stable.
Arguments similar to those from the proof of Theorem 1.4 shows that the following
corollary holds.
Corollary 1.1. Let n and k be positive integers with k6n− 3; and let G be a graph
on n vertices and M a k-matching in G. If x and y are two distinct vertices of G
with d(x; G) + d(y;G)>n+ k then M lies in a Hamiltonian cycle in G + xy if and
only if M lies in a Hamiltonian cycle of G.
The graph Kk+1  (Kn−k−2 [K1); where  denotes the join of graphs, shows that the
bound n+ k in Theorem 1.4 cannot be improved (for details see [2]).
Let G be a graph and H G a subgraph of G: For a vertex x2V (G) we dene the
set NH (x) = fy2V (H): xy2E(G)g: Let H and D be two subgraphs of G: E(D;H) =
fxy2E(G): x2V (D) and y2V (H)g: For a set of vertices A of a graph G we dene
the graph G(A) as the subgraph induced in G by A: In the proof we will only use
oriented cycles and paths. Let C be an oriented cycle and x2V (C); then x− is the
predecessor of x and x+ is its successor according to the orientation of C: We denote
the number of components of a graph G by !(G):
For notation and terminology not dened above a good reference should be [3].
2. Results
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a 3-connected graph of order n>3 and let M be a k-matching
in G. If G satises P(n+ k):
d(x; y) = 2 ) maxfd(x); d(y)g>n+ k
2
for each pair of vertices x and y in G; then M lies in a Hamiltonian cycle of G or
G has a minimal odd M-edge cut-set.
The following theorem is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.1:
Corollary 2.1. Let G be a 3-connected graph of order n>3 and let M be a matching
of G such that G has no minimal odd M-edge cut-set. If G satises P(3n=4):
d(x; y) = 2 ) maxfd(x); d(y)g>3n
4
for each pair of vertices x and y in G; then matching M lies in a Hamiltonian cycle
of G.
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Let n= 2s+ m; m>2s+ 4 and let s>3: The graph
G = Ks  Ks  Km
satises the assumptions of Corollary 2.1, but does not satisfy those of Theorem 1.3.
For n> 5 and n=4<s< (n+ 2)=3 the graph
H = sK1  Kn−s = Ks  Kn−s
satises the assumptions of Theorem 1.3, but violates those of Corollary 2.1.
Hence Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 2.1 are independent.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let G be a graph satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2.1
and let M be a k-matching of G:
Take A= fx2V (G): d(x; G)>(n+ k)=2g: Observe that if x and y are nonadjacent
vertices of A then the graph obtained from G by the addition of the edge xy also
satises the assumptions of the theorem. Therefore and by Corollary 1.1 we may assume
that
xy2E(G) for any x; y2A and x 6= y: (2.1)
By (2.1) A induces a complete subgraph G(A) of the graph G:
Let GVnA be the graph obtained from G by deletion of vertices from the set A:
Now take D a component of the graph GVnA:
Suppose that there exist two nonadjacent vertices in D: Since D is connected we
have two vertices x and y in V (D) such that dG(x; y) = 2 and by the assumption that
G satises P(n+ k) we have x2A or y2A; a contradiction.
So we can assume that every component of GVnA is a complete graph K; 2 I;
joined with GVnA by at least three edges.
If K0 ; K1 2fKg2I are such that 0 6= 1 then
N (K0 ) \ N (K1 ) = ;: (2.2)
In fact, suppose that N (K0 ) \ N (K1 ) 6= ;: Then we have a vertex y2V (K0 ) and
a vertex y0 2V (K1 ) such that dG(y; y0) = 2 and by P(n + k) either y2A or y0 2A:
This contradicts the fact that K0 and K1 are two connected components of GVnA:
If C G is a cycle in G then by GVnC we denote a graph obtained from G by
deletion of vertices of the cycle C:
Let C be a cycle containing all edges of M having both end vertices in A and all
vertices from the set A; i.e.
A= V (C):
Such cycle exists because G(A) is complete.
Observe that the cycle C fulls the following conditions:
C contains all edges of M \ E(G(A)) and all vertices of A: (2.3)
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Fig. 1.
If K0 and K1are two dierent components of GVnC then
N (K0 ) \ N (K1 ) = ;; (2.4)
If x =2 V (C); y2V (C) and xy2E(G) then y−; y; y+2A: (2.5)
If there exists a 0 2 I such that K0 is joined with C only by an odd number of
edges of matching M; then G has a minimal odd M -edge cut-set and the theorem is
proved.
So we may assume that G has no minimal odd M -edge cut-set.
Let K be a component of GVnC; i.e. K 2fKg2I : We shall show that we can extend
the cycle C over all vertices of K; over all edges of M in K and over all edges of M
joining K with C preserving properties (2.3){(2.5).
The reader may observe that in cases 2 and 3 some subcases are in fact similar.
However, for clarity, we prefer rather to present more subcases than to prove their
isomorphism.
In all cases we consider below, we assume that jK j>3: The cases jK j=1 or jK j=2
are similar to those presented but much simpler.
Case 1: The number of edges of the matching M joining K with C is even, say
s= 2r (r>1):
So we have vertices x1; : : : ; x2r 2V (K) and y1; : : : ; y2r 2V (C) such that xiyi 2M; for
i = 1; : : : ; 2r: Take the cycle (see Fig. 1):
C0 : y1x1x2y2y−2 : : : y
+
1 y
+
2 : : : y
−
3 y3x3 : : : y2r−1x2r−1v1 : : : vsx2ry2ry
−
2r : : :
y+2r−1y
+
2r : : : y
−
1 y1;
where x2r−1v1 : : : vsx2r is a path containing all remaining vertices of K and edges of
M \ E(K): This path exists because K is complete.
It is clear that the new cycle C0 fulls (2.3){(2.5) and is an extension of C such
that if an end vertex x of an edge e2M is in V (K) then e lies in C0; i.e.
V (C)V (C0) and ((E(C) [ E(K)) \M); (E(C; K) \M)E(C0): (2.6)
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
Case 2: Among the edges joining K with C there are no edges of matching M .
Since G is 3-connected there exists at least three edges joining K with C. We have
xiyi such that xi 2V (K); yi 2V (C) and y−i ; yi; y+i 2A, for i=1; 2; 3. We can assume
that one edge xixj, say x1x3, is in matching M .
Suppose that y1y+1 ; y3y
−
3 2M . If y+2 y2 2M we can take the cycle (see Fig. 2):
C0: y1x1x3v1 : : : vsx2y2y+2 : : : y
−
3 y3y
+
3 : : : y
−
1 y
−
2 : : : y
+
1 y1;
where x3v1 : : : vsx2 is a path containing all remaining vertices of K and edges from
M \ V (K).
When y2y−2 2M we can start the construction of the cycle C0 from the vertex y3
and we get the cycle C0 (see Fig. 3):
C0: y3x3x1u1 : : : usx2y2y−2 : : : y
+
1 y1y
−
1 : : : y
+
3 y
+
2 : : : y
−
3 y3;
where x1u1 : : : usx2 is a path containing all remaining vertices of K and edges
of M \ V (K).
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Fig. 4.
Fig. 5.
Suppose now that edges y1y+1 and y3y
+
3 are in the matching M . If in addition
y−2 y2 2M , then we dene the cycle C0 as follows (see Fig. 4):
C0: y3x3x1u1 : : : usx2y2y−2 : : : y
+
1 y1y
+
2 : : : y
−
3 y
−
1 : : : y
+
3 y3:
If y2y+2 2M , then take C0 (see Fig. 5):
C0: y2x2us : : : u1x1x3y3y+3 : : : y
−
1 y1y
+
1 : : : y
−
2 y
−
3 : : : y
+
2 y2: (2.7)
Suppose that the edges y−1 y1 and y3y
+
3 are in the matching M . If y2y
+
2 2M , take
the cycle C0 given by formula (2.7) and if y−2 y2 2M , take the following cycle C0 (see
Fig. 6):
C0: y1x1x3v1 : : : vsx2y2y−2 : : : y
+
1 y
+
2 : : : y
−
3 y3y
+
3 : : : y
−
1 y1:
Always, as in case 1 the new cycle C0 fulls conditions (2.3){(2.6).
Case 3: Among the edges joining K with C we have an odd number s=2r−1 (r>1)
of edges of the matching M and at least one edge say xy (x2V (K); y2V (C)), which
is not in M .
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Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.
So we have vertices x1; : : : ; x2r−1 2V (K) and y1; : : : ; y2r−1 2V (C) such that xiyi 2M .
We shall consider three subcases according as x or y are extremities of an edge
from M .
Subcase 3.1: Suppose that y =2fy1; : : : ; y2r−1g and x =2fx1; : : : ; x2r−1g. We can assume
that in the cycle C the vertices are ordered as follows: y2r−1 : : : y : : : y1.
Consider a path xv1 : : : vsx1 containing all vertices from the set V (K)nfx2; : : : ; x2r−1g
and all edges of M \ E(K).
If y−y2M take the following cycle C0 (see Fig. 7):
C0: y−yxv1 : : : vsx1y1y−1 : : : y
+y+1 : : : y2x2x3y3
y−3 : : : y
+
2 y
+
3 : : : x2r−1y2r−1y
−
2r−1 : : : y
+
2r−2y
+
2r−1 : : : y
−y;
having properties: (2.3){(2.6).
Subcase 3.2: Suppose that y =2fy1; : : : ; y2r−1g and there is an i0 2f1; : : : ; 2r − 1g
such that x= xi0 . Now we can also assume that in the cycle C the vertices are ordered
as follows: y2r−1 : : : y : : : y1.
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Fig. 8.
If y+y2M and j fy+; y++; : : : ; y−i0 g \ fy1; : : : ; y2r−1g j, is odd. Then we dene the
cycle C0 as follows (see Fig. 8):
C0: yxi0yi0y
−
i0 : : : y
+
1 y1x1w1 : : : wsxi0+1yi0+1y
−
i0+1 : : : y
+
i0 y
+
i0+1 : : : x2r−1
y2r−1y−2r−1 : : : y
+
2r−2y
+
2r−1 : : : y
−y−1 : : : y
+y;
where w1 : : : ws is a path containing all vertices of V (K)nfx1; : : : ; x2r−1g and all edges
of M \ E(K).
To make the proof more comprehensible we give below the exact form of the cycle
C0 for r = 4 and i0 = 4.
C0: yx4y4y−4 : : : y3x3x2y2y
+
2 : : : y
−
3 y
−
2 : : : y
+
1 y1x1w1 : : : wsx5y5y
−
5 : : :
y+4 y
+
5 : : : y
−
6 y6x6x7y7y
−
7 : : : y
+
6 y
+
7 : : : y
−y−1 : : : y
+y;
While y+y2M and j fy+; y++; : : : ; y−i0 g\fy1; : : : ; y2r−1g j is even we proceed as on
Fig. 9) and we take following cycle C0:
C0: yxi0yi0y
+
i0 : : : y
−
i0+1yi0+1xi0+1v1 : : : vsx2r−1y2r−1y
−
2r−1
: : : y2r−2x2r−2x2r−3y2r−3y+2r−3y
−
2r−2y
−
2r−3 : : : y
+
i0+1y
+
2r−1 : : : y
−
y−i0 : : : y
+
i0−1yi0−1xi0−1 : : : x1y1y
+
1 : : : y
−
2 y
−
1 : : : y
+y;
where w1 : : : ws is a path containing all vertices of V (K)nfx1; : : : ; x2r−1g and all edges
of M \ E(K).
To make the construction easier we give the cycle C0 for r = 4 and i0 = 3.
C0: yx3y3y+3 y4x4v1 : : : vsx7y7y
−
7 : : : y6x6x5y5y
+
5 : : : y
−
6 y
−
5 : : : y
+
4 y
+
7
: : : y−y−3 : : : y2x2x1y1y
+
1 : : : y
−
2 y
−
1 : : : y
−y:
Subcase 3.3: Suppose that for some i0; j0 2f1; : : : ; 2r−1g x= xi0 and y=yj0 (i0 6= j0).
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Fig. 9.
Fig. 10.
If j fy1; : : : ; y2r−1g \ fy+i0 ; y++i0 ; : : : y−−j0 ; y−j0 gj is odd we shall take the cycle (see
Fig. 10):
C0: yi0xi0yj0xj0q1 : : : qsxj0−1yj0−1y
+
j0−1 : : : y
−
j0 y
+
j0yj0+1xj0+1xj0+2yj0+2y
−
j0+2
: : : y+j0+1y
+
j0+2 : : : y
−
i0 y
−
j0−1 : : : yi0 ; (2.8)
where q1 : : : qs is a path containing all vertices of V (K)nfx1; : : : ; x2r−1g and all edges
of M \ E(K).
Again the cycle C0 has properties: (2.3){(2.6).
Below we give the cycle C0 for r = 4; i0 = 1 and j0 = 5.
C0: y1x1y5x5q1 : : : qsx4y4y+4 : : : y
−
5 y
+
5 : : : y6x6x7y7y
−
7 : : : y
+
6 y
+
7 : : :
y−1 y
−
4 : : : y
+
3 y3x3x2y2y
+
2 : : : y
−
3 y
−
2 : : : y
+
1 y1:
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Subcase 3.4: Suppose that x =2fx1; : : : ; x2r−1g and there is an j0 2f1; : : : ; 2r−1g such
that y = yj0 . This subcase is similar to subcase (3.3). We take an i0 2f1; : : : ; 2r − 1g
such that i0 6= j0 and j fy1; : : : ; y2r−1g\fy+i0 ; y++i0 ; : : : ; y−−j0 ; y−j0 gj is odd. We start from
the path yi0xi0xyj0xj0 and we take the remaining part of the cycle as in the cycle given
by formula (2.8). This way we obtain a new cycle C0 having properties: (2.3){(2.6).
For clarity we give the exact form of the cycle C0 for r = 4; i0 = 1 and j0 = 5.
C0: y1x1xy5x5q1 : : : qsx4y4y+4 : : : y
−
5 y
+
5 : : : y6x6x7y7y
−
7 : : : y
+
6
y+7 : : : y
−
1 y
−
4 : : : y
+
3 y3x3x2y2y
+
2 : : : y
−
3 y
−
2 : : : y
+
1 y1:
In all cases we have extended the cycle C, so the proof is complete.
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